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Session Objectives

• Describe bias, including implicit bias and its 
characteristics 

• Analyze strategies to mitigate bias 
• Use reflective practice as a tool to uproot bias

individually and beyond
• Identify steps that support ongoing reflection and 

action



Practice being present

Right to pass

Together, we know a lot

Less perfect, more 
purpose

Honor the intent and own 
the impact

Share the air

Multiple truths

Practice self care

Group Agreements



Learning Zone
“I find it helpful when applied to 
emotional readiness for 
learning/unlearning, to reacting to 
injustice, to holding others 
accountable, to communicating 
with loved ones... The list is 
endless. It applies to individuals, 
families, classes, schools, groups, 
organizations, generations, nation 
states... The list is endless.”

-Karen B.K. Chan



Defining & Examining Bias

Chat In: One word that comes to mind                                    
when I hear the word “bias” is…



(Marcelin, 2019; Zescott, 2016; Kirwan Institute, 2015; Blair, 2011.)

Bias refers to attitudes or stereotypes that affect 

our understanding, actions, and decisions. 

These biases can be implicit or explicit.  

Biases may be held by an individual, group, or 

institution.



“Implicit Bias: Peanut Butter, Jelly and Racism.” Saleem Reshamwala. New York 
Times, 2016.



Found everywhere and in 
every individual

Informed by our social 
environment

Learned from early childhood 
through the lifespan

Malleable and can change 
over time

Affect behaviors that often don’t 
align with personal values

Often favors one’s own ingroup

Characteristics of Implicit Bias



Systems of Thinking 

Slow Thinking
• Conscious
• Slow
• Rational
• Effortful
• More Logical

Fast Thinking
• Unconscious 
• Fast
• Emotional
• Automatic
• Little/No Effort
• Instinctive



“Unconscious Bias.” TED Talks Live Short, 2018.



Rapid Choice Activity: Raising Consciousness



“High Heels, Violins and a Warning.” Saleem Reshamwala. New York Times, 2016.



“What we do is more important than 
what we say or what we say we believe.”

-bell hooks



Recognize

ReflectReact/Repair

The 3 Rs: Reflective Practice & Action



Recognize

• What’s happening or what 

happened?

• What was the moment of 

realization?

• What am I bringing 

attention to?

Reflect

• What am I feeling? 

• What am I thinking?

• What might the other 

person be feeling now?

• What might the other 

person be thinking?

• What assumptions were 

made?

• How might I gain 

perspective on why this 

may have happened?

React/Repair

• What is my best next 

step?

• How can I approach this 

differently in the future?

• What do I need to 

approach this differently 

moving forward?

• Can I repair the situation? 

If so, how?

• How can I hold myself 

accountable?



Introspection

Mindfulness

Active Listening

Individuation 

Checking Messaging

Time for Slow Thinking

Perspective-Taking & Empathy

Strategies to Mitigate & Uproot Bias



Take Action! Small Group Activity



Thank You!




